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dimensions of war terrorism and violence but the title is misleading because terrorism is only very briefly discussed 
near the end of the presentation and there s no separate discussion of violence so the focus is squarely on war The 
presentation describes the three primary moral positions on w Original material by Dr Nicholas Fotion Edited by 
Professor John Lachs and Mike Hassel Produced by Pat Childs Some think that humans are naturally aggressive and 
that wars are unavoidable others believe that morality demands a pacifist condemnation of all forms of violence A 
large middle ground involves the attempt to define ldquo just wars rdquo and rules have been written to govern how 
war should be conducted among civilized peoples Is war ever justified About the Author Dr Nick Fotion is professor 
of philosophy at Emory University He received his PhD from the University of North Carolina and is the author of 
War and Ethics A New Just War Theory and Moral Situations and Military Ethics Look 
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